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2. lNTRODUGT&CN 

8ack,round arui Intormation 

The need for enhancing productivity in the garment manufacturing 
industry became apparent in 1987 as the export zone (EPZ) was shaken 
by a tapering off of growth and closures of several firms, mostly 
GMT operators of small scale size. 

In an eudeavour to assist and salvage some of the sick GMT 
enterprises, the Min~stry of Industry had designe<l a rescue plan 
(1987) in collaboration with the Mauritius Export Development and 
Investment Authority (MEDIA) on a pilot basis, involving eleven ( 11) 
enterprises. With the help of MEDIA this newly floated export 
service company (ESG) of the group would secure export orders which 
would then be executed by the group of enterprises. 

The Project 

The concept of the project was: 

a) To assist the ESG in installing a sound production 
management structure for medium scale enterprises. 

b) To design guidelines in the operAtion of quality 
improvements and new production methods. 

c) To train the production perscnnel of the ESG. 

UNIDO was then asked to provide assistance; a monitoring unit 
subsequently provided a plan in July 1987 and, after an official 
request by the Government of Mauritius (26/01/89), UNIDO made a 
budget available in March 1989. 

The time-delay due to the system of "Expert Selection" was further 
complicated by the Gulf war and it took 2 and a half years after the 
official request to have an expert on location. This vast delay 
had its consequences: 

A pilot unit of three (3) small-scale manufacturers had 
been set-up with the purpose of combining forces to handle 
large scale export orders. The project failed after a 6-
month period, due to lack of support in the production 
engineering area, quality control area, And most of all, 
due to inability to provide proper management. 

Of the 100 GMT enterprises which provided employment to 
about 3, SOO persons, less than 60 CMT enterprises are 
left. A high percentage of the 60 remaining are in 
financial difficulties and suffer from high labour 
turnovers, as they cannot provide s~curity of employment. 
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A number of small-scale factories visited only worked 2 or 
3 days per week. These factories had to accept any type 
of work to make ends meet. A situation most 
unsatisfactory. in view of efficiency and quality output. 

A number of manufacturers are being exploited by "Foreign 
Companies" to produce goods against extremely low monetary 
value. 

The Government of Mauritius is well aware of the situation and the 
"White Paper": 

HAJJRITIUS AT CROSSROADS. The Industrial Challenges Ahead, 

is a publication with the aim to set the platform for healthy 
debates on issues that touch practically every Mauritian quite 
closely. 

Since this paper was established two (2) years ago, the Government 
is in the process of: 

Engaging people from Singapore to set-up a productivity 
centre (Council) duplicating the (Singaporean) format. 
which is a success. 

The small industry development organisation (SIDO) will 
undt:rgo a major overhaul in order to make it a more 
practical organisation. 

Specialists have been brought in aide advise and/or 
lecture on topics such as Informatics and Jewellery 
Manufacturing. while others have evaluated the development 
of training institutions such as OZ (Industrial and 
Vocational Training Board). 

The actions are too limited and there has been no development to 
improve the plight of the small-s~ale manufacturers, nor nas the 
downward trend been reversed in the Export Production Zone (EPZ). 

The answer to the question. "ls it possible that Mauritius could 
loose all its apparent strength and advantages brought about by the 
textile and garment manufacturing industry?", is a positive YES. 

Mauritius 
which has 
utilising 
abundanc ! 

Mauritius is at the Crossroads stage 

is no longer the country during the last ten (10) years 
been extremely successful with an export-driven economy 
favourable investment incentives together with an 

of low-wages labour. 

The forces of competition between nations is now the predominant 
factor and under these circumstances. it is necessary to re-evaluate 
the Mauritian position in terms of ajsistance required to meet the 
challenges ahead. 
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PROJECTION OF REQUIREHENTS FOR THE INDUSTRY 

After examining thirty (30) manufacturing and/or textile places, 
among them small, medium and large scale organisations. the general 
indications are that to lift all or part of the industry into a 
second success story similar to that of the EPZ, a new and 
radical approach is needed. 

Total quality management principles must be applied to obtain HIGH 
QUALITY GARMENT PRODUCTION STANDARDS. Having established these 
standards the way is clear to obtain higher valued production items 
in the semi-fashionable category or designer-label fashions in order 
to respond to present market requirements within the EEC. 

Manufacturing efficiencies must be fully developed to reach the 
level of "High Task ?erformance", a level of output common in europe 
and in u.s.a. At this level Mauritius will stay abreast of the 
competition coming from countries with lower to much lower wages 
costs than Mauritius. 

Modern management techniques must form part of present-day 
manufacturing. By a specialisation of the many functions of modern 
management on to a group of technical assistants, a brief period of 
3 - 4 weeks of "in-ho~se" training will produce fast results. 

Once the above points have become well established within the 
organisation, the foundation is laid for the successful introduction 
of hi-tech equipment to aid quality of manufacturing. 

If the general opinion prevails that cheap labour and cheap 
materials are the only criteria of continued success, Mauritius will 
lose 751 of its garment manufacturing industry within five (5) 
years. Countries like Indonesia and Thailand will have become the 
new Miracle Wonders of this decade. 

To further emphasize the need for instant action, the following 
general criteria were observed: 

3.1 The textile industry has achieved a high standard of quality output 
which has been made possible through extensive plant investments. 
Most of the spinning. weaving, knitting and Dye-House plants visited 
are very modern and highly productive. However, labour content in 
this industry is low. as the one operator can look after and service 
half a dozen or more machines and many processes are fully 
computerised. Certainly, being ~he first step of the manufacturing 
process, this is ver1 pleasing to observe. 

3. 2. Except. from one garment factory the garment make-up factories 
contrast starkly with the prilllCiry textile factories; the o~erall 
efficiency in the cutting. sewing and finishing departments is no 
more than 3)1 of that found in Europe. Australia and New Zealand. 
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3. 3. The lack of trained management is partly responsible for the 
uncompetitive standards found. Most of the factory management 
occupied themselves by moving Wllrk from operator to operator or 
trying to trace parts of orders "lost" in the manufacturing process, 
in order to complete orders for immediate despatch. 

3.4 Not one factory had applied production engineering practices, a 
function vital to present-day survival. 

3. 5 Quality of a finished garment could only be measured against a 
sample but often written modifications would accompany the sample. 
Written quality specifications for each operation were not available 
anywhere. Thus products work IN-THE-LINE could not be measured 
against a "Standard" in order to make a positive decision to ACCEPT 
or REJECT produced work. 

Checking quality at the and of the manufacturing ~rocess has always 
been a disaster. 

3.6 In most cases, capital expenditure on equipment, plant modifications 
and the like will be limited but this is not overly important as the 

DOUBLING OF OUTPUT 

will be obt<iined by reorganising manufacturing systems, making 
better use of 1118chines and labour available. The 2 examples below 
illustrate this. 

4. THE TWO EXPERIMENTAL SET-UPS 

4.1 Cofersen Limited 

Seldom has had a reorganisation a humbler beginning. A simple wire 
between two poles, 20 meters apart, formed a transport moue between 
operations. This production line covering 14 machinists and 2 
clip/examine operators produced more than 1000 polo-shirts in a 9-
hour day. This production was 20% less than what the total output 
of the factory had been, employing 140 workers. The work flow 
resembled that of a synchro-flow system often with only one of two 
garments stock piled between operators. 

Through production engineering ana an active quality control 
procedure not only did the operators produce a remarkable quantity 
of units, the quality had never been better and the finished product 
needed only a touch-up with an iron after folding whereas before the 
whole garment had to be ironed (back, front and sleeves) before 
folding and packaging could take place. 

n.e objective ot the full reorganisation programme is to produce 
5100 polo-shirts per day with the 140 operators as against the 
averaged daily production of 1200 units/day. 
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4.2 SINOTEX <Hauritius) LIMITED 

The proposed railsystem as "the mode" of transport (of suspended 
trousers between operations will change the ratio of handling ~ime 
and machining from 88% and 12% respectively to a ratio of 75% 
handling and 25% machining; more than doubling the operators 
output. 

The large volume of additional capacity at no extra labour 
involvement will produce a financial gain of some US$ 5,000 per day 
for the company. 

Methods engineering and work station developm~P.ts will be the two 
other contributors along with the material handling system bet•aen 
operations, to produce theses exceptional results. 

In terms of efficiency, the production department only reached 35% 
of efficiency against an international standard time taking into 
consideration the equipment available in the factory. 

5. RECQHMEN~ATIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

From our observations in a large number of manufacturing enterprises 
and the analysis of written documentation available on manufacturing 
in Mauritius, past and present, the ups and downs in this industry 
are similar to those experiences in many parts of the world in the 
past. However. Mauritius still provides the "Golden Opportunity" 
through a determined and dedicated Government and a policy to match. 
the low-wage structure as well as the "Reputation" of Mauritian 
exports to be of high quality. 

To meet the challenges of the near future, the action to be taken 
should be: 

1. Upgrade the efficiency of manufacturing to international standards. 

2. Improve the all important task of managing an organization. 
utilising modern management techniques. 

3. Establish "Pilot Units" in the four (4) corners of Mauritius to 
serve as tteaching units on matters of production engineering. 
These centres will be used also to conduct seminars and may act 
temporarily as productivity centres. They could later on be 
incorporated in the future productivity centre which is being 
by Government. 

4. "In-House" training of technical assistants to share th task of 
managing/monitoring production. 

). To provide exciting opportunities for hundreds of graduates coming 
from institutions like the University of Mauritius, IVTB and private 
training establishments. 
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6. APPENDIX I 

Follow-up on Pro~ramme 

Having discussed the broad outlines of the "Project Evaluation" with 
the Ministry of Industry and Industrial Technology, the Ministry 
recommended to the consultant engineer to start two re0rganisation 
programmes on the basis of a self-employed export with no costs to 
UNIDO or the Government of Mauritius. 

During the time that the reorganisation programmes take place (from 
mid-February to end of July 1992). the Government of Mauritius will 
forward to UNIDO, Vienna, an official request. 1.) for assistance 
in industrial expertise and 2.) to re-instate the SIS Programme for 
Mauritius to develop and obtain export assistanc~ for the 
productivity centre. The Ministry of Industry and Industrial 
Technology through the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development 
will specify the terms of reference of assistance for the expert and 
determine the scope of SIS assistance so that in the broadest scale 
possible, garment manufacturing in Mauritius will be developed 
rapidly to meet competition from other countries square-on. 

The two reorganised factories will become "temporary" PRODUCTIVITY 
CENTRES sc that other manufacturers at first hand will learn that 
through: 

Trained Management 

Production Engineering 

Material Handli~g. and 

Quality Control 

Production can be doubled at no extra labour cost. 

In co-operation with UNIDO, the Government will closely define 
future training requirements for this industry so that the various 
education institutions and their respective programmes will be 
coordinated and int6rphase to promote opportunities of employment 
in the garment manufacturing industry at all levels. 

To address the problem of the small-scale manufacturing enterprises, 
a meeting will be held between UNIDO, UNDP and the Ministry of 
Industry and Industrial Technology to develop a plan which will put 
the proposed PRODUCTIVITY CENTRE CONCEPT into a capacity whereby 
HI-TECH technology, such as a computerised cutting room project, 
can become feasible. This proje~t will not only serve the small
scale manufacturing enterprises but also forms the training ground 
for future technicians for the industry. 
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7. APPENDIX 11 

Reor&anisin& Garment Manufacturin& 

in Mauritius (Report No. 2) 

November 1991 

CONTENTS 

1. Introduction - Conclusion 

2. The New Image 

3. Quality Control and Procedures 

4. Work Planning and Programming 

5. Production Engineering 

6. Material Handling 

7. Good Housekeeping 

8. Management Training 

9. Operator Training 

10. The Reorganisation Programme and Projected Savings: 

Not included - the information relates to the financial 
and manufacturing status of a particular company set 
against a reorganisation programme. 
Details are confidential. 

I 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mauritius is no longer the only place during the last 10 

years which has been extremely successful with an export

driven economy, utilising favourable investment 

incentives together with an ~bundance of low-waged 

labour. The world is shrinking fast; distances which 

once formed barriers no longer exist - the world has 

become one enormous marketplace. The forces of 

competition between nations i~ now the predo~inant factor 

and under these circumstances it is necessary to re

evaluate the Mauritian position in terms of assistance to 

promote: 

High Duality Production 

Efficiency at International Standards 

Modern Manage•ent Techniques 

There is no better time th~n the present to ~pgrade the 

efficiency of manufacturing and to improve the all 

important task of managing an organisation effectively. 

Through organisations such as the University of 

Mauriti1.1s, SIDD, IVTB and private training instit:.1.tions, 

qualified personnel will become available in years to 

come but this does not solve the immediate shortage of 

expertise required to sustain this industry over the next 

few years of extn~me 1.iphe,;1.v<:.l .::111d competitive joc~eying. 

Moreover, newly trained peopla will have a much better 

chance when the garment and teYtil~ industries have been 

e >< p e r t 1 y r e - o r y .? n i s e.d t o u-, ~ h i ~ h e s t p o s s i b 1 e st an d a r d s 

•.mder present conditions. Ampl~ scope to move into the 

hi-tech arE:.>a in due co•.wse will ct·eatf- opport•.mities fat' 

the grad'-' at es • 
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The textile ind~stry has achieved a high standard of 

quality output which has been made possible through 

extensive plant investments. Most of the spinning, 

weaving, knitting and dye-house plants visisted are very 

modern and highly productive. However, labour content in 

this industry is low as the one operator can look aftet· 

and service half dozen or more machines and many 

processes are fu~ ly computerised. Certainly, being the 

first step of the manufacturing process, this is very 

pleasing to observe. The garment make-up factories 

contrast starkly with the textile ho•Jses; ap::wt from the 

one garment factory, the overall efficiency in the 

cutting, se•~ing and finishillg departments is n0 nore than 

1\3 of that found in Europe, Australia 2nd New Zealand. 

Furthermore, the good quality of g~rment c; prod•Jced 1; not 

obtained on a "First Time Aro•.md" basis. The rate of 

rejection during manufacturing and at final inspection is 

much too high, pointing to faulty q•_iality contt·ol 

procedures. Quite often no quality specifications are 

available at all so that q•.1ality will s 1_1ffer even f1.1rther· 

•.mder pressure<;, of delivery "Dead Lines". 

CONCLUSION 

The recommendations and pro1ect1ons made in the 

manufacturing reports are b~s'O'd 0n d'?t.::\~l~d analysis of 

the present metl'"1ods employed. Tt·,e eq•Jiprrent 1_1sl'd c>.nd\01· 

av a i 1 ab 1 e p l u s o b s er vat i on s i n ,. e g 2' rd s t 1J b •.1 n d 1 ·? 

handling, work pt•esentation and ..-iork st~tior. er1g1n.fer·1ng. 

The findings are then comp . .:ired to r·eorganisat1on r·es•.ilts 

nf programs carried 01.1t bv o•.1r· orqC1n1sation 1n thP pe1st. 
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Our specialisation in the needle-trade industry is of 

particular importance; each program has to be Tai~or-Made 

to cope with the many vari3nts in the industry as well as 

to set the perimeters for future expansions. 

In most cases capital expenditure on equipment, plant 

modifications and the like will be very limited. The 

Doubling of Output, will be obtained by reorganising 

•anufacturing systems by making bettel' use of machir~s 

and labour available. 

Training Management in modern management techniques and 

restoring the supervisors role to wh3t it should be will 

create a sound footing for contin 1.1ed p1·ogress. 

The co-ordination of the various initiatives taken by the 

Government and private sector; the training schemes 

instituted and the establishment of a Productivity Centre 

for the industry, will place Mauritius at the forefront 

of the African region. 
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For •any co•panies the manage•ent techniques to be 

employed will be similar. The NEW IMAGE REPORT forms 

the basis of the reorganisation and simply stated the 

objective will be: 

PRODUCING MORE WlTH LESS EFFORT 

The commercial advantages obtained through the 

reorganisation will be detailed per client under the 

heciding: 

The Reorganisation Progra• and Projected 

Savings <Chapter 10) 

2. THE NEW IMAGE 

Spreading and cutting for• not only the first operations 

of the manufacturing process, they both must be executed 

to the highest level of quality possible in order to 

produce garments efficiently and with profit. 

Quality and a general lack of know-how throughout the 

company, have been the ~auses of the company's low-level 

output efficiency. 

There is no point on dwelling "What has happened in the 

past"; a completl? overha•Jl is needed and to that purpose 

a number of Action Stages will be proposed so that a 

gradual turn-a-round will tak~ place towards the 

company"s - New l•age - The action stages to provide the 

"New Image" are: 

2.1 Q•.1ality control and p1·ocf-·j1_rr·es witt-r critical q 1.1ality 

stand~rds 1n written form <Ch2pt~r . ' .... ' . 
2.2 Work planning c.nd p1·og1·.:.111mir1g (Chapter 4). 
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2.3 Production engineering covering ~~thods and work 

station develo~•ents <Chapter 5>. 

2.4 Material handling with particular reference to work 

presentation and work flow <Chapter 6>. 

2.5 Good housekeeping practices <Chapter 7>. 

2. 6 Manage•eM: "training inclt.1ding the tt-aining of 

specialised technical assistants to aid production 

CChapt er 8>. 

2.7 An operator training and multi-skilling program to 

enhance individual earnings <Chapter 9>. 

fhe action stages can be general and are not designed for 

a particular department and\or section of the 

•anufacturing process; so•e stages will run parallel in 

sections while others •ust be executed and working before 

the next step can be taken. 

The program can only beco•e successful with full support 

of every person in the organisation and through special 

personal efforts of those placed in charge. 
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3. QUALITY CONTROL & PROCEDURES 

Quality control refers to the task of checking produced 

work against a pattern or written standard. To obtain a 

guaranteed high level of quality output, the controls 

start right at the beginning of the •anufacturing 

process; 

cloth checking to shade, width and No of 

faults identified by the supplier 

tension free spreading and cutting to specific 

instructions and tolerances to be allowed 

visual exa•ples as well as written quality 

standards for operations such as fusing, sewing 

and finishing operations. 

Q•.ial i ty has to become a LIVING EXPERIENCE, it concerns 

everybody and everybody is expected to contribute. 

Quality procedure refers to the actual checking of the 

work at any stage of manufacturing. The checking 

proced•.ire is referred to as the RANDOM SAMPLING 

TECHNIQUE. At any given time and place, the q•.iality 

controller takes a sa•ple badge of 5 units and checks 

these •.inits. 

- Where no faults are detected, the sample quantity is a 

accepted to represent the quality of the work up to 

that stage to be in ac:ctwdance to the physic:c-.1 or 

written specifications. 

- I f Q.!lL < 1 > d e v i at i o n i s f c.i.m d , a ~ e c ei n d $ -3 m p 1 e 

badge of 5 units is check~d. 
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. 
With no further faults found the total badge is 

accepted to represent good quality however, if another 

faulty unit is found, the total quantity will be 

rejected. A one hundred per cent (100~> check has to 

follow and i•11ediately ACTION is req 1..1ired to correct 

the cause of the defects. 

- If one or •ore deviations are found in the original 

sa•ple lot immediate rejection follows with a 100~ 

check and action to correct the cause of the defects. 

Random checkings may be increased or reduced depending 

on the individual's performance and quality record which 

•ust be kept up to date with every check taken. 

At the start each operator is checked ci.t least 5 times 

per day. Each checking time will be only 2-3 minutes per 

operator. Action is to be executed by the supervisor, 

operator trainer in conjection with the Quality Control 

Supervisor <= in charge of quality control checkers>. 
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4. WORK PLANNING & PROGRAMMING 

Labour wastage co•es in •any for•s; at ti•e in the for• 

of indirect or unproductive ele•ents. 

4.1 Operations of fabric tri••ing, shaping, •arking 

and\or pre-folding in preparation for the next operation. 

4.2 T~read clipping and exa•ining at the end of the line 

or section resJlting in. 

4.3 Defects established too late so that extensive repair 

work has to be carried out. 

4.4 Co•plete unnecessary operations as a result of faulty 

machine set-ups or adjustments while oth~r forms produce 

wastage through: 

4.5 Underutilisation of operator potentials. 

4.6 Too high a level of handling resulting in low 

•achining percentages of total operation time. 

Each area represents a study in itself, however, through 

actual exa•ples, a general procedure of production 

planning and programmi~g will be given to serve a~ a 

guide to optimise labour. The following steps are 

req•Jired -

ESTABLISH A SPECIFICATION SHEET 

Showing a logical sequence of operations, ;pecify 

type of machine to be used, att~chments and most 

i•portant the time per operation. 

PREPARE THE WORK LOADING SCHEDULE 

How many operators wi 11 be involved, what 

production pot;ent1<.\l in •.inits an.j the work 

load factor per opE·r·,;1t:ot·. 

WRITE UP THE WORK LOADING PROGRAM 

l=•rovide each c.•pp1·;.t:o1· w1rr, r11s .~•€'• pi·og1·.;1111 stt·1p 

in~lud1ng t1m~ ~~\~~s. 

LAY-OUT OF MACHINES 
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ENGINEER WGG -------- CLIENT 

DATE JuJ:r 91 STYLE_ l'olo- Shirt 

SPECIFICATION SHEET 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

SPt: CI M 1::.-N 
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ISUl;UJn no.ie 3 c:::::::J .30 
ISU t.1.<1n O>eW 3 l_H .30 
'-.Llp • t:;xa.1ne J I f -- ~s-uo up ISu 'tams 1 I I 

ro10 0>r11rt. on uoard _Jj_ F.;)Jding Table .80 
nag • ..ea1 --- -

Bar,ging Set Up .35 -- _ tL ____ - ----------------r1ecora t'roauct1on 

C!:!6. .15 
----- - - - -- -- --- - -- -- ·---------·- ---1ror1-sfi1rr- ----- .75 

I T~ 
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VORKLOADING SCHEDULE 

A Product Description 

B Standard Allowed Minutes (SAR) 

c lo of Operators to be used 

D Group Efficiency (from Records or 
Esti.aated) 

E 40 Hr-Week to Minutes per Day 

F Total Minutes Available 

G Production Potential 
(in units) 

ff Vork Load Factor (Min.) 

Machine SJ!bols 

-L. - Lockstitch 

..1L - 2-NDL L/Sti tch 

...Ll w -- 2-NDL Wide Gauge 

....lzr- - 3 Thr Overlock 

Jla- - 5 Thr Overlock 

-1.e. - Chainsti tch 

C x Ex D 

F-·- 8 . 

Ex~G . 

Polo Shirt 

14.70 

5 

85 
100 

480 

2040 

137 

3.00 

.lll.le.. - 4--NDL Chains ti tch (Bander /Elasticator) 

~ - 2 NDL Coverstitch 

-......___/ - Blindstitch 

~ - Button Hole 

0 - Button Sew 

J-1 _Hf.JN/) 0PeR1lT1ow 
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VORICLOADINC PR\JC!ll\M 

Operator Mach. Operation Description Sala Total Load 
Type 

~ Overlock leaten Sleeves .35 

" .. Pocket .15 

~ 
Close Shoulders .45 

1 29.5 Set Sleeves .70 

~ Close Sleeve & Sides .90 

-1zr-
Overlock Neaten Rea .40 

Fusing Pre-fold Pocket Sides .25 

Press Fuse Front Facings .30 

2 ....L.. Set Facings to Front .80 2.90 

~ 
Topstitch Sleeve Seams .80 

Iron Shirt .75 

/ Hem Sleeves .35 

Set Pocket .50 

Set Rib Collar + Binding .90 

3 J. Fold Top of Facings over 
Close Comers .40 2.90 

H Turn and Point Out .25 --1... Fold and Sew Hem .50 

Fold Facing Sides unde1· and 
Topstitch 1.20 

4 J_ Topstitch Neck Binding, .20 
3.10 Label and Size Tab Set .30 

Align Front Fzcings, Top-
stitch For11 Box Motive 
and Finish 1.40 

~ Button Hole + Button Sew .60 0 
5 Clip + Examine, Do up Buttons .95 2.85 

H Fold, Bag & Seal 1.15 

Record Production .15 
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NO'.i:.E: Setting up s Hne with only a f'ew operators and many dif'f'erent types 

of' operations andior machines is not an easy task as workloadi1.g on 

the surf'ace looks disorientated. However a proper lay-out of' the 

machines can help a lot to overcome 'ti~tage• of' operators 

due to 11achine-changes in order to perf'ora the varied parts of' the 

assembly. ( 11 workstations but only 5 operators) 

}( 

, I 
FU St Al& 
Pttf:)S 

1 I 

2 
0 

0 
I 

_L 
2 3 

0 
J_I 0 [9 

8 ~I 0 

x x 

~I IH 
I (<ON/Iv{;,. 

uw11· 
r-
,(. 

)( = srANDI N 6 0 = STflf../ 0 At? D 

,, = C,li'rv.IE'L CHl11R CH•11 R 
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S. PRODUCTION ENGINEERING 

T~is chapter will deal in particular with methods; the 

efficiency with which an operator can "Pick-•Jp" p-3rt s to 

start her\his •achining cycle as well as the ease of 

disposal <cheapest disposal =drop disposal>. Prod•.1ct ion 

engineering sho~ld result in increased machining time 

against a reduction in handling\preparation ti•e. The 

i•portance of the above is illustrated in the following 

table: 

STATUS OF FACTORY RATIO OF TOTAL TIME 

HANDLING MACHINING 

A. Poorly Organised 

<Aver> '321- •81-

B. Averaged Factory 

<Aver> 881- 1 ~ .• , 
,;:_I• 

c. Reorganised 

Prod•.1ct ion <Aver> 751- *251-

*The difference in production output between 

factory C and A is more than Triple. 

So•e rules of production enginee~ing: 

Do not use the lefthand side of the machine-table 

as a storage place or a place ti:- la~·-·a•.1t to wor·k 

to start the operation. 

- Eli•inate pick-ups an lefthand side ~nd disposal of 

set-m work on the righth:1nd side of the oper·ati:or" s 

body (or vice versa>. 

~·resent the w or· k t o th~ ope,.? t ·:· r· t C· that ' l\ 1 i n d" pick -

ups of p:1rt; c~n t~ke ol~ce, followed at the end of 

t he sew i n g c y c I e by a ' l\ 1 • c· ~· • c1 1 ~ r· tr c, .:· I. 
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As little as possible of the work should be placed 

•.tnder the 'ar11' of the machine. Thi: bulk of the 

garment should be to the left of the needle. 

________...,. 
"1/C RR"1 · 

- Suspend work whenever possible. 

Before making methods modifications, time the existing 

method and evaluate the effort. Do the same with the 

changed 11ethod. The difference 11ust cover the costs 

involved within a period of 12 11onths. 

Promote routine motions. 

Place p2rts to be attached i11 proximity of the point of 

place11ent to reduce the need for positioning with 2 

hands. 

Utilise attachments as much as possible in order to 

'De-Skill' the work as well a5 to promote a standard 

quality 01Jtp•.1t. 

A machinist is engeged to sew, not to perform manual 

tasks such as: bundling •. 

Having to •.mfold work to sta1·t and to fold the work 

after sewing in order to produce a neat and tidy 

b•.mdle for the next ope1·ato1·. 

A machinist is not a mecl1a1.i.c b•.~t 11ust lool< after 

the machine if it wants to p1·od•.1ce 'incr.me' for· 

the operator. 

daily. 

f~ c 1 e ;\ n, a b r '-' ; ti and <:1 bl t o f o i 1 
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6. MATERIAL HANDLING 

The quest to improve 'material handling' should be equal 

to the drive of companies to use computers to manage 

production planning, production progress, output 

recording and then •.• specifying to have it broken-up 

into detailed stages of cost analysis. Quite often, 

11anagement realises an important f '°'.ct or too late, that 

is, that a proper material handling system will improve 

productivity by 25~ and by up to 40~ when the system 

covers all stages ~f manufact~ring, from cutting to •••• 

expedition. 

A great variety of systems are available; from fully 

computerised versions to mechanical driven but they have 

all one thing in common: THEY ARE VERY EXPENSIVE. The 

one factor mostly overlooked by the manufacturer in 

de c i d i n g for or a g a i n s t a ' tr an s pot· t er " i s t hat w i t h 

proper workloading a very simple version is often all 

that is needed. Where product styles change little and a 

production line can be kept continuously on the one 

prod•.1ct, the simple transport system will provi:~ all the 

advantages of the other systems but without the high 

price tag. 

We, W. G. Goyarts & Associates, have developed over a 

period of time a railsystem which is very flexible, 

sturdy in build and has given utmost satisfaction to the 

many and varied •.1se1 s in ~11.1sti·3l ia <:ind l·lew Ze-,?lc;rod. 

Moreover, the system c:?.n b~ ~"-'lP loi.::::-.lly ot· even Cit the 

f C\ (; t Q r Y i t S e l f Pt" 0 V i ij i n I] ~· I. ~ ;:. r 1! I ·, :, lJ l '? m ~ Ch ~ n i S ~ d lfj IJ I' k S h 0 P 

is available·· it 1s thi;· rnco:.t 1ne~~£'T1~.1·1e sy<:=tE-m. 
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Furthermore, when computerised production recording is 

required, the relevant info1·~ation can be produced in bar 

code for~ utilising your existing computer system. This 

will allow production to be recorded per operator with 

the aid of a 'shared' bar code reader. Production 

disturbances, machine break downs, rework, sampling and 

other non-standard manufacturing costs can be identified 

by the supervisor using 'classified bar codes' to 

identify the 'on-cost area'. The bar cade system allow~ 

a minute by minute check per operator as well as per 

department with all cost factors categorised. 

The Rail Syste• <see sketches next page> 
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7. GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 
Good Housekeeping projects the commitment of the 

organisation to -

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT 

Among the disciplines of good housekeeping -

Storage of raw materials to be practical and ne3tly 

arranged. 

While cutting takes place, the wastage is placed into a 

wastebin i••ediately and not on the floor. 

All surfaces of concrete where people have to stand to 

be covered with special rubber matting. 

All work surfaces to be kept clean. 

All work surfaces to be kept in good order; chipped 

and\or broken surfaces to be 1·epaired immediately. 

- Where a drillhole-marking machine is •Jsed, a 'magic 

plate' must be provided so that the drill does not 

damage the table surface. 

All temporary storage of work to be placed in multi

storage fixtures and,~r pigeon hole fixtures. 

Providing proper lighting faciUties, placed in the 

correct position for each work station. 

Providing a 'fresh air' flow system which will extenrl 

to all areas. Overhe~d fans are not suitable as they 

push hot\stale air back onto the operators. 

- Providing pro~er seating as well as individually 

adjusted seating to cover m~st machines. 

- A general tidying-up of electrical cords and 

compressed air t•.ibing, cotton stands a~ well 2'~ 

a weekly routine of machin~ cle?~ing. 

Properly maintained ]roning e1nd foldirg eq 1.11pn1ent 

incl•.1ding stot·ag~ p····J·.;is1ons for \tpm-; need~·j d•.w1ng 

t h e o p e t· at i on . 
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Provide all •achine operators with a receptical to 

dispose of cottons, wrappers, used needles etc 

Provide a lay-out per section and\or group which will 

'flow' the wurk in a logical •anner. 

Provide clean toilet facilities which •ust include 

regul.:1 servicing of toilets, wash basin etc. soap, 

toilet paper, appropriate waste product bins and hand 

dryers will add substantially to the company's image 

as a preferred place to work. 
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8. MANAGEMENT TRAINING 

It hardly needs •entioning that to i•prove manufacturing 

in Mauritius to an international level of efficiency 

requires lots of learned skills. The variety of skills 

as well as the scope required in gar•ent manufacturing is 

to be eq•.1al or better than the best of industries. The 

technical advancements and applied technology over the 

last 20 years have been dramatic. The co•petitive 

character of the International Market Place and the 

shortening of Lead-Ti•es have brought the 'rag-trade' to 

the foreground of •anufacturing industries. 

Not only are electrical and mechanical experts, computer 

programmers and technicians, planners, controllers, 

accountants, managers and supervisors needed. This 

industry is now dependable on CAD/CAM syste•s, graphic 

design co•puters, material handling syste•s and just-in

ti•e •anufacturing procedures. 

Managers and specialised technical assistants CS.T.A's> 

will have to be trained in -

Production and product engineering. 

Setting of ti111e standards 3t specific effort le1tels. 

Product analysis to determine work loading schedules 

and programs. 

Develop motion economies alongside worl: station 

developments and mat~rial handling syst~m~. 

- Develop 'in-process-flo"i' sy;tems to achiev~ "j•.,st

in·-t ime' worl< practices as .,.iell as to devis'? prc·duction 

monitoring systems "'hi ch vii 11 co:·,trib•.rtE· to mot i ve1te 

' gro •.tp' per for .. anc f.' s. 
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- Prepare the basis for 'in-house training' programs to 

train and multi-skill oper~tors. 

- Prepare documentation to monitor quaiity ~ontrol and 

provide procedures for Rando• Quality Control based on 

st~tistical proven evidence <statistical quality 

control>. 

- Prepare the grounds for wage improvements through a 

'profit sharing bonus system', bas~d on: 

QUALITY 

PRODUCTIVITY 

PRESENCE 

SKILLS 

LEADERSHIP 

ADAPTABILITY 
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9. OPERATOR TRAINING 

For •ost CMT •an•.1fact•.1rers the cost of training an 

operator cannot be clai•ed onto anybody. It for•s a 

direct cost to the "entrepreneur". The result is: 

•ini•al training in order to o~tain as soon as possible 

so•e kind of a contribution to the production by the 

trainee. Poor training stands for: repairs, inefficiency 

and a cost drain on the entire unit. 

The s•all scale CMT entreprene•.ar has one f•.arther proble• 

that , as an operator beco•es proficient, she/he •ay quit 

that s•all factory in search for the bigger enterprise 

which will guarantee continuity of inco•e. 

The •ediu• to large scale aanufacturer generally will 

have a series of stages of progression for the trainee to 

follow within the organisation. The trainee can th•.as be 

'slotted-in' at a gradual pace. The direct is •ore 

hidden, less noticeable. 

However, the •ediu• to large •anufacturer has on an 

average a labo•Jr t•Jrnover of 3()-40-t which is •assive and 

•ust contrib•.Jte to •.Jnforeseen costs. It reflects on 

•anage•ent's ability to understand the hu•an resources 

develop•ent. 

Only 151 of the factories visited had extre•ely low 

operator-turnover figvres and in all cases •anage•ent had 

a good relationship with the ~orkers and provided 

"a•biance• which could be felt instinctively. 

Operator training •vst be done according to a specific 

plan: the object~v~s Ar'e: 
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The operator ••.1st gain conf"idence ir. the 

control of the various •achine functions. 

R rapid pr~gress f"ro• si•ple operations 

•ostly found in th~ preparation section to 

to •ore co•plic~t~d on~s. 

Stage 3 - Training the operator to do asse•bly line 

operations. 

The progress of the operator ~u~t be charted and for this 

purpose a training curve progr~ss ch~rt •ust be drawn-up. 

The training curve has on th~ v~rtical line the levels of 

efficiency and corresponding ti•~ values while on the 

horizontal line the nu•ber of "days of training' are set 

O•Jt. 
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The progress of the operator against the training-curve 

is obtained by taking the average of 5 cycle ti•es of the 

operation <use a stopwatch with 1/100 of a minute 

values). The operator can be checked •any times per day 

but it is normal practice to •ake an entry on the graph 

once in the morning and once in the afternoon. 

Plot each averaged time on the graph with an X for the 

appropriate day of training. 

When an operator perform; constsntly below the trianing 

curve or there is no progress check the method. 

Where the operator is afraid to move faster because of 

quality, cut a pile of scrap to the same dimensions and 

force the operator to se'~ at a f,;;.ster speed. In most 

cases the operator needed some 're-inforcement' to 

overcome a natural concern for quality. 

Most of the training infor~ation is readily available 

from training institutions such as the !VTB and some 

technical schools. Operator training on st~ge 1 is 

usually one week. 

Stage 2 - 2 to 3 weeks 

Stage ,_, '•to£, weeks 

Training sho•.oJ.d be completE'd 1-1itt-iin A wee!is 1-iith an 

established proficiency equ~l to th~ b~s1c wage 'output• 

per f o 1 • m an c e < = o p e r· ei t o r· t o ea 1 • n h '? r I h i s m o n e 'I > • Mo s t 

firms do not t1·ain ~n 1Jper.:1tor· b<?yond thi.i: level -

THIS IS A BIG MISTAKE 
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A routined operator can produce at least 30-40~ more than 

the level of output discussed above. It should be the 

company's policy to make the routined operator's output 

as standard perfor•ance. 

For this elevated 'standard perfor•ance' the operator can 

expect a better renumeration which •ay vary f1·0• 

20 - 33 1/3~ above basic wage pay level. 

The definition af a routined op~rator: 

A routined operator knows the •otion pattern by heart and 

perfor•s the operation at a brisk pace right throughout 

the day. 




